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I'd love to be able to recommend the disc to readers, but Sony's restrictive decision to market it as part of a three-movie set limits the audience for whom it'll be worth buying. Fortunately, the Blu-ray's 1080p/AVC MPEG-4 video
transfer (presented at the theatrical 2.35:1 aspect ratio) exhibits good detail, nicely-textured images and the same soft, silvery film look it's had since day one. The opening five minutes of the movie doesn't have nearly as many

digital artifacts or edge enhancement as the DVD did, but the film is still quite textured. It also looks surprisingly modern, which wasn't the case on the DVD's new high-definition video. Overall, the picture has very nice detail,
particularly in the cityscapes and outdoor shots, and offers a much finer level of detail than the Superbit DVD. Still, the results aren't quite as good as what could be seen through the pristine source material for the film, the
Japanese Superbit DVD. That DVD's video transfer has a much cleaner look, and shows considerably less grain. The audio fare on this edition is also far superior. Everyone in the film's English-language cast sounds incredibly

natural, and the dialogue bears almost no trace of any kind of post-production manipulation. There's also a new soundtrack for the movie, and it offers a fair amount of diversity as well, though not as much as you'd expect from a
multi-language release. The AVC MPEG-4 video transfer offers a good looking Blu-ray presentation that largely preserves the film's silvery appearance. The disc's 1080p/AVC MPEG-4 video transfer (presented at the theatrical

2.35:1 aspect ratio) offers good detail, a nice and grain-free appearance and shows a lot of texture. It's not quite as sharp as the Superbit DVD's picture, but the results aren't as bad as the second disc's, either. The audio quality
is excellent, and features a bit more diversity than the audio on the Superbit DVD. The three re-mixes of 'Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon' are really strong, and each one is extremely listenable. Director Ang Lee's original

Chinese-language soundtrack is quite good as well, but the disc's multi-language, multi-artist version of the movie's musical score is what the film is truly known for.
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so the paradox was,
crouching tiger was the

most western movie ever
made , and it was almost
totally indoctrinated as
such. as a western, it

succeeded. as a martial arts
film, it failed. and with the
political developments of
the late '70s and '80s in
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china, uces films were
pulling back to avoid any

chance of public backlash in
a country where the ruling

party had just instituted the
crouching tiger, hidden

dragon is a lyrical blend of
myth, romance,

generational strife,
melodrama, and fabulous

displays of martial arts
prowess. the movie was

deliberately designed as a
fusion of eastern and
western storytelling

traditions, both literary and
cinematic. its themes of
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repressed emotions and
unrequited love are taken

straight from the jane
austen playbook. the

director often describes it
as, sense and sensibility

with kung-fu. the secret to
its success is the skillful

balance it strikes between
such disparate parts. it is
neither a straight action
movie nor a straight art
film. by blending these

genres together, the film
rises above them and

pushes forth into something
newer and better. this is a
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tremendously entertaining
and stimulating movie,

invigorated with the power
and potential of cinema.

after the runaway success
of outside the law, director

tod browning reteamed with
star priscilla dean on

drifting, another hard-boiled
crime picture flavored with
orientalism. set in a remote
chinese village, and staged
on an epic scale, dean stars

as cassie cook, an opium
trafficker caught between

an undercover government
agent (matt moore) and a
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fellow smuggler (wallace
beery). dean may have

been the star, but it is anna
may wong (age eighteen

and on the brink of
stardom), who steals the

show during the films fiery
climax. an early attempt by

browning to infuse the
crime melodrama with

elements of the uncanny
(spurring the evolution of
the american horror film),
white tiger involves a band

of jewel thieves who employ
a chess-playing automaton

to gain entry into the homes
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of the wealthy. but their
elaborate plans are haunted
by omens, and they seem
doomed to an inescapable
fate. this disc also contains
the only surviving footage

of browning and deans 1919
the exquisite thief, one of

the key films in establishing
deans persona as the
glamorous jewel thief.
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